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NOW IT'S AS EASY AS
A B C...+D
TO COMPLETE YOUR BACK VOLUME COLLECTIONS

ALFRED JAEGER, INC.
www.ajaeger.com
Int'l Periodical - Back Volume Specialists
For Over 40 Years

A - Appraisals for tax and insurance purposes
B- Back volumes - Over 50,000 titles in inventory
C - Collection Development Specialists
Comprehensive (Our inventory + publishers + vendors)
+D - Document Delivery - The final step for
back volume completion

Alfred Jaeger, Inc.
66 Austin Blvd.
P.O. Box 9009
Commack, NY 11725-9009
Phone (631) 543-1500
Fax (631) 543-1537

E-Mail: jaeger@ajaeger.com
We're your best choice, from start to finish.

It's what you've been looking for — expert help ordering and managing your growing digital reference collection. We partner with you to build and manage a collection that works for your library patrons 24/7, from anywhere. You rely on us to deal with multiple publishers for your print collection — now we do the same for digital collections.

Digital Reference services include:
- Detailed prepublication information
- Trial and ordering management
- Help with complex pricing and licensing questions
- Technical support and troubleshooting

When you're ready to add online reference titles and databases to your collection, Blackwell's is your simply convenient choice.

Check with Blackwell's for new titles and databases continually being added.
Complete Access to the Best Cancer Research
A Family of Journals with Unparalleled Coverage of the Science of Cancer

With the rapid developments in cancer research you need more than just an archive – you need information with impact. Anchored by the esteemed general journal *Cancer Research*, the most frequently cited cancer journal in the world, the AACR's family of five authoritative, peer-reviewed journals will keep your scientists and researchers completely up to date with the latest developments in the field, without breaking the bank. And, you can be assured of their quality, because they all reflect the high standards of the AACR. All are indexed by Index Medicus and our established journals represent 3 of the top 15 cancer journals as ranked by impact factor.

**Cancer Research**
*Editor-in-Chief*: Frank J. Rauscher, III, Ph.D.
The leading worldwide cancer research journal, cited more often than any other cancer journal, covering the entire spectrum of the science of cancer
24 issues per year

**Clinical Cancer Research**
*Editor-in-Chief*: John Mendelsohn, M.D.
A compelling and essential forum for clinical and translational research
12 issues per year

**Cancer Epidemiology, Biomarkers & Prevention**
*Co-Editors-in-Chief*: John D. Potter, M.D., Ph.D. and David S. Alberts, M.D.
A unique journal spanning three vital fields
12 issues per year

**Molecular Cancer Research**
*Editor-in-Chief*: Michael B. Kastan, M.D., Ph.D.
The major resource for cancer biologists
12 issues per year

**Molecular Cancer Therapeutics**
*Editor-in-Chief*: Daniel D. Von Hoff, M.D.
A groundbreaking new journal emphasizing molecular targets and experimental therapeutics
12 issues per year

**Subscription Information**
All journals are available in print and online. Take advantage of our institutional discounts and save more than 35% by purchasing all 5 journals. Please contact AACR's subscription office at (800) 633 4931 or (205) 995 1567 for more information.

Site Licenses are available. For more information call the AACR at (215) 440 9300.

Websites: [www.aacrjournals.org](http://www.aacrjournals.org) or [www.aacr.org](http://www.aacr.org)
IEEE Online Collections

IEEE/IEEE Electronic Library (IEL)
The IEL provides unparalleled access to almost a third of the world's current electrical engineering and computer science literature. Includes IEEE and IEE journals, IEEE and IEE conferences and active IEEE standards. Backfile from 1988.
"IEL... is enthusiastically recommended" - Library Journal

IEEE Biomedical Engineering Library
New in 2003!
Subscribe to an online collection of nearly 40,000 full-text IEEE articles and papers on biotechnology and biomedicine, selected for you from IEEE periodicals, conference proceedings and IEEE standards.

All-Society Periodicals Package (ASPP)
Includes 113 IEEE journals and magazines in engineering, electronics and computer science at a substantial discount. Backfile from 1998.

Proceedings Order Plan (POP)
IEEE's classic collection of 125 of the world's leading conference proceedings. Our most comprehensive package, POP ALL, allows access to all 370 current year titles. Backfile from 1998.

IEEE Information Technology Library (ITEL)
New in 2003!
More than 900 conference proceedings and selected periodicals in the areas of computing, communications, signal processing and circuits and systems from 1993 forward.

IEEE Computer Society Library Subscription Plan (CSLSP-e)
The CSLSP-e plan provides full text, Internet access to 20 IEEE Computer Society periodicals from 1988 to present, plus over 875 conference proceedings (backfile from 1995).

For additional information or to arrange a free demonstration:
+1 800 701 4333 (USA/CANADA)
+1 732 981 0060 (WORLDWIDE)
+1 732 981 9667 (FAX/WORLDWIDE)

onlineproducts@ieee.org (EMAIL)

www.ieee.org/onlinepubs
Information management you trust

- Trust our global network of 23 offices to provide the content and services you need.
- Rely on the financial strength and ethical commitment that has been our foundation for more than 100 years.
- Be assured that our staff of library experts understand your needs and can deliver high quality solutions and services backed by our global ISO:9001 accreditation.

Swets Blackwell. Your information partner.

1-800-645-6595
www.swetsblackwell.com
Introducing

CommSearch
Created by the National Communication Association

Mass Media Index
Created by Penn State University

Other Relevant Communication & Mass Media Literature Not Previously Covered by CommSearch or Mass Media Index

- Many Leading Journals Indexed Back to the First Published Issue
- Available Online via EBSCOhost®

Contact EBSCO for a Free Trial
E-mail: cmmi@epnet.com or call 800-653-2726

www.ebsco.com
[click on databases]
NEW titles from Bernan Press Available Fall 2003

The Who, What, and Where of America: Understanding the Census Results, 2004

Recently released Census 2000 long-form data are crucial because they show us who we are, what we do, and where we live. Expert commentary from Martha Farnsworth Riche, Ph.D., former Director of the Census Bureau, allows users to understand what these data say about life in the United States.

September 2003 $95.00 ISBN: 0890597634 Order#: BP7634

County and City Extra Series

Social Change in America: The Historical Handbook, 2004

Intriguing narrative and revealing statistics paint a vivid picture of how American society has changed over the past several decades. This is an invaluable resource for researchers of all ages.

October 2003 $49.00 ISBN: 0890598975 Order#: BP8975

The Almanac of American Education, 2004

Compelling insights into the state of American education allow readers to understand and compare the quality of education at the national, state, and county levels.

October 2003 $49.00 ISBN: 0890598967 Order#: BP8967

For more information or to order online, visit us at www.bernan.com!

Call toll-free: (800) 865-3457
Fax toll-free: (800) 865-3450
Email: order@bernan.com
Web site: www.bernan.com
"A timely, comprehensive, and very welcome overview of a rich and rapidly growing field of inquiry."
—Robert D. Putnam, professor at Harvard University and author of Bowling Alone

Encyclopedia of COMMUNITY
Edited by Karen Christensen & David Levinson

"With every passing minute, it becomes more and more apparent that our world is one community. The Encyclopedia of Community serves as recognition of this trend and as a needed resource. The four-volume set not only explains the emerging buzz words of community such as 'social capital' or 'civic engagement' but also tells many stories of community institutions that work, such as public libraries."
—Sarah Ann Long, Past President (1999-2000), American Library Association

SAGE Reference is very pleased to announce the Encyclopedia of Community, a major reference work that summarizes everything we know about how we humans come together. Community itself is a concept, an experience, and a central part of being human. The encyclopedia covers communities of the past and present, from 19th century utopians to the communes of the 1960's, to today's Rotary Club, Amish, and cyber communities. Developed by award winning editors Karen Christensen and David Levinson with a board of leading scholars, the Encyclopedia of Community is essential for history, sociology, psychology, anthropology, economics, and public administration students and the interested public, who will turn to the encyclopedia for inspiration and illumination, stories and strategies.

- 4 volumes
- 2000 pages
- 500 signed articles
- 350 sidebars and illustrations
- Reader's guide
- Resource guides
- Master bibliography
- High-profile contributors

Also from SAGE Reference...

For a complete catalog of our new and recent library reference titles, contact:
SAGE Publications
www.sagepub.com
www.sageresource.com
800-818-7243

*Prepublication prices valid up to one month after month of publication
Visit our website at:
www.thebookhouse.com

Serving Libraries with Any Book In Print

Order Database
Find ANY book in print with our order database. After finding your book you may then order it using our shopping cart system.

Prepub Specials
View our latest prepublication discounts, and place your orders for significant Sci/Tech titles at prices below the publisher's advertised offer.

Library Services
We are your library's "Service Center" for book acquisitions. We will deliver any book in print in the United States and Canada.

On-line Services
Electronic services through our website for clients including web order, publisher list, order database, on-line order status with claiming.

208 West Chicago St.
Jonesville, Michigan 49250
Phone 800-248-1146
Fax 800-858-9716
SpringerLink

- Over 500 Scientific, Technical and Medical Journals Online
- An ever-expanding list of monograph series online
- Based on over 150 years of global reputation for excellence in publications
- Over six years of unmatched quality of information online

(e) springerlink@springer-ny.com • (t) 1-800-SPRINGER, ext. 650 • (f) 212-539-1719
Announcing Horizon 7.3, with more than 100 new features, it's the most technologically advanced library information management system available today, based on open systems, a SQL-compliant relational database, and proven client-server technology. With over 1,000 sites installed worldwide since 1991, Horizon has become the most powerful information management system in the library marketplace. Horizon 7.3 brings new capabilities which provide unmatched flexibility, performance, interoperability, scalability, and workflow.

Experience for yourself what the new Horizon 7.3 has to offer—contact your Dynix sales representative for a more detailed explanation of the features in Horizon 7.3 and a complete product demonstration.

www.Dynix.com

After 20 years in the field of library technology, Dynix remains the leading provider of information management systems in the world. With the largest installed base of customers in the field, Dynix serves all types of libraries: academic, special, school, and public, as well as consortium.
Clearly Exciting...

SPIE brings its online research tool to information specialists.
The new SPIE Digital Library offers comprehensive content. No matter how deep into a subject your client needs to go, the library is an incomparable archive of papers to meet your client's scientific research needs.

Now that's exciting.

Subscribe Today!
spiedl.org
Never underestimate the importance of a librarian.

Okay, chances are you won’t find a librarian on the ocean’s floor. But librarians do play a vital role on any research team, enabling breakthroughs and real-time solutions. Whether you’re choosing information for specific research communities or decision-support for professionals, Elsevier offers access to a world of information that knows no boundaries. Select from a wide range of scientific, technical and health information available in multiple media, including innovative electronic products like ScienceDirect® and MD Consult. After all, getting the right information into the right hands is critical to the success of any exploration. Building Insights. Breaking Boundaries."
Economics, Business, and Management Journals
New from M.E. Sharpe

Indicators
The Journal of Social Health
Editor: Jeff Madrick, M.E. Sharpe, Inc.
The first periodic devoted exclusively to the measurement of the quality of life, the true well-being of Americans throughout the country. The journal publishes articles, reports, and indices on health care, housing, education, inequality, poverty, infant mortality, working conditions, the environment, and many other aspects of life as it is experienced by individuals and families.
"Fills a growing need, not only among economists, but also among policy makers and scholars in many fields." — William Wolman, Business Week
ISSN 1535-7449 • 4 issues per year
US Institutional Rate: $220.00 (includes online) US Individual Rate: $90.00

Public Integrity
Editor: James S. Bowman, Florida State University
A journal of the American Society for Public Administration, and co-sponsored by the International City/County Management Association, Ethics Resource Center, Council of State Governments, and the Council on Governmental Ethics Laws, Public Integrity is the foremost journal on ethics and leadership in all aspects of modern public service.
"Essential reading not only for academics and governmental officials but also for citizens concerned for the future of democracy around the world." — Frederick M. Herrmann, N.J. Election Law Enforcement Commission
ISSN 1095-9022 • 4 issues per year
US Institutional Rate: $105.00 US Individual Rate: $72.00

Management Research
The Journal of the Iberoamerican Academy of Management
Co-Editors: Isabel Gutiérrez and Luis R. Gómez-Mejía
This international journal advances the understanding of management in private and public sector organizations through empirical investigation and theoretical analysis. It is especially dedicated to fostering the general advancement of management scholarship among Iberoamerican scholars and/or those academics interested in Iberoamerican issues.
ISSN 1536-5433 • 3 issues per year
US Institutional Rate: $219.00 US Individual Rate: $65.00

Journal of Advertising
Editor: Russell N. Lacziak, Iowa State University
"The world’s leading academic journal exclusively devoted to the field of advertising." — Roland T. Rust, University of Maryland
"Of the many academic journals with a primary focus on advertising theory and research, the Journal of Advertising is by far the most widely respected and read." — David W. Stewart, University of Southern California
ISSN 0091-3367 • 4 issues per year
US Institutional Rate: $530.00 (includes online) US Individual Rate: $255.00

Journal of Personal Selling & Sales Management
Editor: Greg W. Marshall, Oklahoma State University
For over twenty years this journal has offered its readers high-quality research and innovative conceptual work on an impressive array of topics — sales force performance management, account management, organizational buyer-seller relationships, technology in selling and account management, leadership in sales organizations, customer relationship management, and more.
ISSN 0885-3134 • 4 issues per year
US Institutional Rate: $169.00 (includes online) US Individual Rate: $60.00

Records & Information Management Report
Issues in Information Technology
Editor: Richard J. Cox, University of Pittsburgh
The only available records management publication that provides in-depth discussions of topics and authoritative background information vital to professional information managers. Each issue focuses on a particular subject, and includes an overview of the topic, a summary of the latest research, suggestions for practical application, and a list of resources.
ISSN 1096-9624 • 10 issues per year
US Institutional/Individual Rate: $105.00

M.E. Sharpe
TO ORDER: CALL 800-541-6563 or 914-273-1800 • Fax 914-273-2106 • www.mesharpe.com
Where to find the complete Internet—from ActiveX to XBRL.

"The breadth of the coverage is such that both novices and professionals, academics and managers, students and professors, will discover useful information that can benefit their knowledge of how to think about the Internet. A great reference to have!"
—DR. ROBERT HANDBFIELD, Bank of America University, Distinguished Professor of Supply Chain Management, Director, Supply Chain Resource Consortium, Editor-in-Chief, Journal of Operations Management, North Carolina State University

"The Internet Encyclopedia is exciting and long overdue...an interesting mix of technical and non-technical articles which should broaden the appeal."
—ARIE LANDFY, Head of Reference, Watson Library, Northwestern State University of Louisiana

"Anyone who is serious about understanding the Internet will simply have to have this reference."
—DR. PETER SEALY, Adjunct Professor of Marketing, Haas School of Business, The University of California at Berkeley, Former Chief Marketing Officer, The Coca-Cola Company

Special pre-publication price of $600 US through January 31, 2004; $750 thereafter
0-471-22201-1 • Cloth • Approximately 2,600 Pages • Three-Volume Set

WILEY
Now you know.
Available October 2003!

**Oxford Scholarship Online**

www.oxfordscholarship.com

Over 700 classic and newly-published Oxford monographs will now be fully cross-searchable online, with over 200 new titles added each year. Four subject collections will feature the best scholarly books in:
- Philosophy
- Political Science
- Religion
- Economics & Finance

Specially commissioned keywords, book and chapter abstracts for each book, and reference linking from bibliographies and footnotes to online content make this a powerful and unique research tool for scholars and students.

*Oxford Scholarship Online* will be available by annual subscription as a complete resource or by individual subject collections.

---

**American National Biography Online**

www.anb.org

"...an essential addition to the reference collection of any large public and academic library..." — *Booklist/RBB*

"...offers a single, authoritative, current resource of high quality...[for] every academic and public library." — *Choice*

---

**Grove Art Online**

www.groveart.com

"...the definitive starting point for almost any art history research." — *Booklist/RBB*

"A remarkable step in the development of online research material." — *Choice*

---

**Grove Music Online**

www.grovemusic.com

"...an important tool for anyone doing music research." — *Library Journal*

"...this is a musical source for all people for all times." — *Booklist/RBB*

---

**Oxford English Dictionary**

www.oed.com

"...highly recommended for reference collections in academic, public, and special libraries." — *Library Journal*

"The greatest work in dictionary making ever undertaken." — *The New York Times*

---

For more information:

onlinesubscriptions@oup-usa.org
800-334-4249 ext 6484
2003: A Year of Milestones for ACS Publications

1. Year Anniversary of the ACS Journal Archives and *Journal of Proteome Research*

2. Consecutive years ACS Publications recognized as the “Most Requested” journals in CAS Science Spotlight™

3. Impact Factor for *Organic Letters* as per the 2002 ISI® JCR—leading all journals in organic chemistry publishing more than 100 articles

4. Year Anniversaries of the *Journal of Combinatorial Chemistry* and *Organic Letters*

5. Impact Factor of *Nano Letters* in 2002—in the top ten of Chemistry, Multidisciplinary


7. Number of new journals introduced by ACS since 1999

8. Days per week ACS Publications are available online

9. Hours per day ACS Publications are available online

10. Number of ACS Publications available in print and online

11. Years of publication of *Analytical Chemistry*

12. Year Anniversary of *Chemical & Engineering News*


14. Year Anniversary of the *Journal of the American Chemical Society*, the #1 “Most Requested” journal in CAS Science Spotlight™

For more information on ACS Publications, please go to http://pubs.acs.org/iblink

ACS PUBLICATIONS
HIGH QUALITY. HIGH IMPACT.
http://pubs.acs.org
Tug-of-Wars in Children’s Excellence

All Work and No Play... How Educational Reforms Are Harming Our Preschoolers
Edited by Sharna Olfman
Childhood in America

“Extremely timely and valuable.”
William Crain
author of Reclaiming Childhood: Letting Children Be Children in Our Achievement-Oriented Society

Educators, neurologists, and psychologists explain how the high-stakes testing movement and race to wire classrooms may threaten children's intellects.

November 2003 • 225 pages • 0-275-97768-4 • $39.95

Media Violence and Children
A Complete Guide for Parents and Professionals
Edited by Douglas A. Gentile
Advances in Applied Developmental Psychology

“One of those rare books which has the potential to change our culture.”
Paul Simon
Director, Public Policy Institute

This is the most current and complete guide to media violence and its effects on children.

October 2003 • 360 pages • 0-275-97956-3 • $49.95

The War Against Excellence
The Rising Tide of Mediocrity in America’s Middle Schools
By Cheri Pierson Yecke

“Lucid and passionate.”
Chester E. Finn Jr.
President,
Thomas B. Fordham Foundation

Yecke examines how the American middle school was hijacked and made into a vehicle for social change.

November 2003 • 248 pages • 0-275-98116-9 • $49.95

PRAEGER
Praeger is a member of the Greenwood Publishing Group
88 Post Road • West P.O. Box 5007
Westport, CT 06881-5007
Order Fax (603) 431-2214

PLACE YOUR ORDER TOLL-FREE: 1-800-225-5800
ORDER ONLINE AT www.praeger.com
Experience Reference from a New Perspective
Online History Reference

The first electronic history reference collection available simultaneously to every user of your library.

- Unmatched Features
  - Unlimited simultaneous access
  - No minimum order
  - Flexible hosting options
  - Access from any browser.
  - OPAC-ready MARC records

- Smart Reference Sources for Students
  The first scholarly history and social science reference collection that caters to students' needs.

- Efficient Reference Management for Academic Librarians
  No-hassle, unlimited access to hundreds of scholarly reference titles.

Online Reference Collections Available:
Annual Collections
Contemporary World Issues
Subject Collections

For more information call an ABC-CLIO customer service specialist at 1-800-368-6868.

Sign up now for a free 30-day eBooks preview at www.abc-clio.com/fall/ebooks
Serials Solutions delivers complete e-journal access solutions

Serials Solutions was founded by a librarian, for librarians. Our A-to-Z title list is the original and premier electronic journal tracking tool, available at more than a thousand libraries worldwide.

We're expanding our services to offer a complete set of tools that will help you and your patrons realize the full value of your electronic journals.

As always, our services are customized for your library and include content available through your database aggregators, subscription agents and publishers.

For more information, please contact us at:

1-866-SERIALS
www.serialssolutions.com
In challenging times, where do you turn?

☐ a) To an industry leader with a full range of services?

☐ b) To a smaller company for personal attention?

☐ c) To an experienced company with bookselling expertise?

☐ d) To good friends with professional skills and credentials?

☑ e) All of the above!

FRANKLIN BOOK CO., INC. Superior Services to Libraries since 1969

MONOGRAPHS • STANDING ORDERS
SLIP/APPROVAL SERVICES
AV MATERIALS • SHELF-READY SERVICES

7804 Montgomery Avenue Elkins Park, PA 19027-2698
telephone: 215.633.5252 • 800.323.BOOK
www.franklinbook.com

The smaller company with surprisingly big ideas
We asked the experts on library workflows—librarians—what libraries and consortia needed in an online system.

Now, you'll find your own ideas in GOBI Edition 2.
All Haworth Journals Are Now Available Online And Can Be Accessed SITE-Wide At No Extra Charge With A Library Archival Print Subscription!

REQUEST FREE SAMPLE COPIES OF ESTABLISHED AND NEW JOURNALS in library and information science and in the many subject areas in which we publish. To receive your FREE sample copies, attach your business card to this ad and mail to us, visit our Web site at www.HaworthPress.com, or send an e-mail to orders@HaworthPress.com. NOTE: Please note that not all journals are available at this time. We will hold your request and send your sample copies once the charter issue comes off press.

SIGN UP TO RECEIVE ADVANCE TABLES OF CONTENTS BY E-MAIL! Just attach your business card to this ad and mail to us or go to www.HaworthPress.com/toc to sign yourself up in your fields of interest.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Internet-Related Librarianship Journals</th>
<th>Additional Journals For Library &amp; Information Science Professionals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Internet Reference Services Quarterly</td>
<td>The Acquisitions Librarian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal of Digital &amp; Electronic Acquisitions (Forthcoming)</td>
<td>Behavioral &amp; Social Sciences Librarian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal of Internet Cataloging</td>
<td>Collection Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal of Consumer Health on the Internet (formerly Health Care on the Internet)</td>
<td>College &amp; Undergraduate Libraries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Community &amp; Junior College Libraries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Journal of Agricultural &amp; Food Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Journal of Access Services (NEW!)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Journal of Archival Organization (NEW!)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Journal of Business &amp; Finance Librarianship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Journal of Hospital Librarianship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Journal of Interlibrary Loan, Document Delivery &amp; Information Supply</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Journal of Library Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Journal of Library &amp; Information Services In Distance Learning (Forthcoming)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Journal of Electronic Government Information / In Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Journal of Electronic Resources in Law Libraries (Forthcoming)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Journal of Electronic Resources in Medical Libraries (Forthcoming)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Journal of Map &amp; Geography Libraries (NEW!)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Journal of Religious &amp; Theological Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Legal Reference Services Quarterly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Library &amp; Archival Security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medical Reference Services Quarterly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Music Reference Services Quarterly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Public Library Quarterly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Reference Librarian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Resource Sharing &amp; Information Networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Science &amp; Technology Libraries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Serials Librarian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Slavic &amp; East European Information Resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Technical Services Quarterly</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Visit our new web page created especially for Library and Information Service Professionals!
www.HaworthPress.com/library
(You'll find free downloadable posters for your library!)

The Haworth Press, Inc., 10 Alice Street, Binghamton, NY 13904-1680 USA
Tel: 1-800-342-9678 • Fax: 1-800-895-0562 • Visit our website at www.HaworthPress.com

For a complete listing of Haworth journals, visit www.HaworthPress.com/journals/journallist.asp
Introducing the Annual Reviews Electronic Back Volume Collection

Over 70 Years of Annual Reviews Content — Online and Available for Purchase TODAY

A comprehensive electronic collection of all Annual Reviews back volumes, with content spanning the Biomedical, Physical, and Social Sciences, dating back to the very first volume of the Annual Review of Biochemistry® in 1932.

The Annual Reviews Electronic Back Volume Collection takes your holdings one step further and bridges the content gap by providing access to the remaining back volumes in each Annual Reviews series to give you ALL Annual Reviews Content online and available to your patrons.

Features and Benefits Include:
- One Time Purchase for One Price
- Immediate access to 834+ volumes — over 17,000 critical and authoritative review articles.
- Fully Supplemented and Searchable
- Single-Site and Multi-Site Licenses Available

ANNUAL REVIEWS
Nonprofit Publisher of the Annual Review of™ Series
To Reach the Annual Reviews Site License Department:
Call Toll free (US/Canada): 800.523.8635 or Worldwide: 650.493.4400
Email: sitelicense@annualreviews.org www.annualreviews.org/atg2
NEW OpenURL Compliant

America: History and Life and Historical Abstracts
The Essential Tools of History and Social Science Discovery

Now, with full-text links to over 118,000 articles and OpenURL compliance, the best tools for history and social science research are even sharper.

Enhanced Research Service
• Faster and easier retrieval of full-text articles from within your library’s holdings with a single click
• Locate any source from Historical Abstracts and America: History and Life within your library’s collections

Comprehensive Coverage
• Full-text linking to over 118,000 articles, provided by JSTOR, ProjectMUSE, History Cooperative, and EBSCOhost.
• 5 million abstract and index entries
• Over 1,800 history and social science journals in 50 languages
• Journal coverage from 1955-present.
• 7 million answers delivered since 1998

Disciplines Covered
American History
Anthropology
Cultural Geography
History of Science, Business, Law, & Education
Political Science
Religious Studies
Sociological Studies
Women's and Gender Studies
World History

The premier bibliographic databases for history and social science research.

Sign up now for a free 30-day preview at www.abc-clio.com/serials.
THE END OF SLAVERY WAS JUST THE BEGINNING

THE GREENWOOD ENCYCLOPEDIA OF AFRICAN AMERICAN CIVIL RIGHTS
From Emancipation to the Twenty-First Century

2 VOLUMES
Charles D. Lewey and John F. Marszalek, Editors
Thomas Adams Upchurch, Associate Editor
Foreword by David J. Garrow

A-Z entries supported by 120 primary documents-personal vignettes, court cases, newspaper articles, and speeches-and an extensive timeline present the only complete reference covering the whole history of African Americans' struggle for freedom and equality.

AUGUST 2003 • 860 PAGES IN 2 VOLUMES • 0-313-32171-X • $175.00

CALL: 800-225-5800
FAX: 203-750-9790
ORDER ONLINE AT: WWW.GREENWOOD.COM
Announcing a Major Publishing Event in September 2004

Oxford Dictionary of National Biography

in association with the British Academy

Special Prepublication Offer
SAVE $2000!

and get a FREE year of online access!
(Approx. value $4000)

BRIAN HARRISON, Editor-in-Chief
Professor of Modern British History, University of Oxford

Over a twelve-year period a distinguished supervisory committee from the University of Oxford, with a grant from the British Academy, has coordinated the work of 10,000 specialists worldwide to recreate one of the great English reference works. The result is the Oxford Dictionary of National Biography—a collection of 50,000 specially-written biographies of men and women who have shaped all aspects of the British past, from the earliest times to the end of the year 2000. The stories of these lives—told in substantial, authoritative, and readable articles—will be published simultaneously in 60 print volumes and online in September 2004.

Expanding on the original DNB, published more than 100 years ago, the Oxford DNB now includes:
- Over 13,500 newly selected people from all historical periods
- Thousands more biographies of women
- Extensive revisions to the original 36,000 articles: 70% are completely new, 30% are heavily revised
- Coverage of influential figures from all walks of life
- 10,000 portrait illustrations compiled in partnership with the National Portrait Gallery in London

Oxford DNB Online will provide access to the full text of the print version with extensive search and cross-reference options, extensive cross-referencing, external links, updates, and much more.

OXFORD DICTIONARY OF NATIONAL BIOGRAPHY
The essential biographical and historical resource for all major libraries

Order before September 30, 2004, and pay only $9,900 plus enjoy free unlimited online access for 1 year.*

Published price: $11,800 • ISBN: 0-19-861411-X

*Terms and conditions apply. Please contact us for details.

For extensive information, editorial procedures and full ordering details, visit www.oxforddnb.com/info
To order, call 1.800.624.0153

SPLIT BILLING AVAILABLE
Pay in full and get free shipping
Call your Oxford library sales representative for details
1.800.624.0153

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS
From the classic to the contemporary.

"A magnificent achievement, a great readable reference . . . essential for academic and large general systems."
—Library Journal, April 2003

Handbook of Psychology
Irving B. Weiner, University of South Florida, Editor-in-Chief
Orchestrated under the auspices of Irving B. Weiner, PhD, ABPP, this invaluable and comprehensive 12-volume reference brings together some of the most respected and influential experts in psychology today.
Handbook of Psychology provides a clearly written and practical review of the entire field and a dynamic evaluation of the topics covered—from current knowledge to emerging trends and future directions. If there is only one reference you add to your psychology collection this year, Handbook of Psychology should be the one.

Volume 1
History of Psychology
Donald K. Freedman, PhD
Volume 2
Research Methods in Psychology
John A. Schinka, PhD
and Wayne F. Velicer, PhD
Volume 3
Biological Psychology
Michela Gallagher, PhD
and Randy Nelson, PhD
Volume 4
Experimental Psychology
Alice F. Healy, PhD
and Robert W. Proctor, PhD
Volume 5
Personality and Social Psychology
Theodore Millon, PhD
and Melvin J. Lerner, PhD
Volume 6
Developmental Psychology
Richard M. Lerner, PhD,
M. Ann Easterbrooks, PhD
and Jayanthi Mistry, PhD
Volume 7
Educational Psychology
William M. Reynolds, PhD
and Gloria E. Miller, PhD
Volume 8
Clinical Psychology
George Stricker, PhD
and Thomas A. Widiger, PhD
Volume 9
Health Psychology
Arthur M. Nezu, PhD, Christine
Maguth Nezu, PhD, and Pamela A.
Geller, PhD
Volume 10
Assessment Psychology
John R. Graham, PhD
and Jack A. Naglieri, PhD
Volume 11
Forensic Psychology
Alan M. Goldstein, PhD
Volume 12
Industrial and Organizational Psychology
Walter C. Borman, PhD, Daniel R.
Ilgen, PhD, and Richard Klimoski, PhD

Handbook of Psychology • 12-volume set
8,176 pages • 0-471-17669-9 • $1,800.00 US
Individual volumes may be purchased separately, ask your vendor for details.

Available through your vendor.

WILEY
Now you know.
It's never been easier to get digital permissions!

www.copyright.com

No matter how you use copyrighted materials, Copyright Clearance Center makes it easy to get the permissions you need. Our online licensing services are easy to use and are available 24/7—whether you need paper or electronic copies, to distribute internally, externally or both.

Visit copyright.com today and learn more.
Or call one of our Licensing Consultants at 978-750-8400.
The only major reference on psychological assessment.

The first and only multivolume reference of its kind, this resource covers all of the major categories of psychological assessment and provides students and practitioners with the most up-to-date information they need to thoroughly understand the psychological testing and assessment process.

- Ideal for the teacher, student, researcher, and professional
- Covers the major categories of psychological assessment

Comprehensive Handbook of Psychological Assessment
4-volume set • Cloth • Available 9/03
Michel Hersen, PhD, Pacific University, Editor-in-Chief

0-471-41610-X • 2,400 pages (approx.)
$500.00 USA/$750.50 CAN pre-pub through 10/31/03
$600.00 USA/$929.95 CAN thereafter

Individual volumes available:
$125.00 USA/$187.50 CAN pre-pub through 10/31/03
$150.00 USA/$232.95 CAN thereafter

Vol. 1: Intellectual and Neuropsychological Assessment
0-471-41611-8
Gerald Goldstein, PhD, Veteran Affairs Pittsburgh Healthcare System, and Sue Biers, PhD, University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine, Volume Editors

Vol. 2: Personality Assessment
0-471-41612-6
Mark I. Hilsenroth, PhD, Adelphi University, and Daniel L. Segal, PhD, University of Colorado, Colorado Springs, Volume Editors

Vol. 3: Behavioral Assessment
0-471-41613-4
Stephen N. Haynes, PhD, University of Hawaii at Manoa, and Elaine M. Heby, PhD, University of Hawaii at Manoa, Volume Editors

Vol. 4: Industrial and Organizational Assessment
0-471-41614-2
Jay Thomas, PhD, Pacific University, Volume Editor

Available through your vendor.
Helping researchers and practicing engineers manage the flow of technical information for 50 years...

Applied Mechanics Reviews

*Applied Mechanics Reviews* (AMR) is the international review journal covering all forms of mechanics, including fluid mechanics, applied mechanics, thermomechanics, biomechanics, geomaterials, and solid mechanics. Its expanded section of review articles surveys the current literature and analyzes trends.

**recent and forthcoming review articles**

- Bed forms in turbulent channel flow, A. Gyr and W. Kinzelbach, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, Zurich, Switzerland
- Computational modeling of cell sorting, tissue engulfment, and related phenomena, G.W. Brodland, University of Waterloo, Waterloo, ON, Canada
- Computational strategies for flexible multibody systems, T.M. Westley, Advanced Science and Automation Corp, Hampton, VA, and A.K. Noor, Old Dominion University, Hampton, VA
- Constitutive theories based on the multiplicative decomposition of deformation gradient: Thermoelasticity, elastoplasticity, and biomechanics, V.A. Lubarda, University of California, San Diego, CA
- Effect of Schmidt number on small-scale passive scalar turbulence, R.A. Antonio, University of New Castle, New South Wales, Australia, and P. Orlandi, University degli Studi di Roma, Rome, Italy
- Mechanics of electroelastic bodies under biasing fields, J. Yang, University of Nebraska, Lincoln, NE, and Y. Hu, Huazhong University of Science and Technology, Wuhan, China
- Multiple scales analyses of the dynamics of weakly nonlinear mechanical systems, M.P. Cartmell, University of Glasgow, Scotland, UK, S.W. Ziegler, UMIST, Manchester, UK, R. Khanin and D.M. Forehand, University of Glasgow, Scotland, UK
- Microscale pumping technologies for microchannel cooling systems, V. Singhal, S.V. Garimella, and A. Raman, Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN

**rates**

ISSN: 0003-6900
One year subscription (print and online)
Domestic: $535
International Air Service: $595
One year subscription (print and online PLUS the AMR Database)
Domestic: $790
International Air Service: $850

**amr abstracts database**

AMR Abstracts Database includes abstracts from journals published around the world covering the engineering sciences. This database incorporates over 280,000 abstracts from more than 500 international journals.

**to subscribe**

Website: www.asme.org/pubs/amr; Phone: U.S. and Canada: 800-843-2763,
Mexico: 95-800-843-2763, Outside No. America: 973-882-1167; Fax: 973-882-1717;
Email: infocentral@asme.org; Mail: ASME, 22 Law Drive/Box 2900, Fairfield, NJ 07007-2900
New Fifth Print Edition

A world-class reference—back in print.

Kirk-Othmer
Encyclopedia of
Chemical Technology
Fifth Print Edition, 27-Volume Set

Order the 27-Volume Set
Pay now and Save 20% off the list price
ISBN: 0-471-48494-6*
* You will be billed $5400 now ($200 per volume, 20% off the $250 list price and receive the volumes as they publish.

Or choose to receive the volumes on a standing-order basis and Save 10% off the list price
ISBN: 0-471-48810-0**
** Each volume will be shipped to you as they are published and you will be billed $225 per volume (10% off the $250 list price).

Offers available through your vendor.

"Absolutely essential for all institutions with programs in chemistry, chemical engineering, biotechnology and related areas."
—CHOICE [on the Fourth Edition]
1. Matrix Analysis and Applied Linear Algebra
   C. D. Meyer
   2000 • xii + 718 pages • Hardcover • ISBN 0-89871-454-0
   List Price $70.00 • Order Code OT71
   (includes CD-ROM, Solutions Manual)

2. Numerical Linear Algebra
   Lloyd Trefethen and David Bau
   1997 • xii + 361 pages • Softcover • ISBN 0-89871-361-7
   List Price $46.00 • Order Code OT50

3. MATLAB Guide
   Nicholas J. Higham and Desmond J. Higham
   2000 • xvi + 283 pages • Softcover • ISBN 0-89871-516-4
   List Price $46.00 • Order Code OT75

4. Credit Scoring and Its Applications
   Lyn C. Thomas, David B. Edeleanu, and Jonathan N. Crook
   2002 • xiv + 248 pages • Softcover • ISBN 0-89871-483-4
   List Price $75.00 • Order Code MM106 • Includes CD-ROM

5. Spectral Methods in MATLAB
   Lloyd N. Trefethen
   2000 • xviii + 165 pages • Softcover • ISBN 0-89871-465-6
   List Price $39.50 • Order Code SE10

6. Applied Numerical Linear Algebra
   James W. Demmel
   1997 • xii + 419 pages • Softcover • ISBN 0-89871-389-7
   List Price $62.50 • Order Code OT56

7. A Multigrid Tutorial
   William L. Briggs, Van Emden Henson, and Susan F. McCormick
   2000 • xii + 193 pages • Softcover • ISBN 0-89871-462-1
   List Price $43.00 • Order Code OT72

   Nicholas J. Higham
   1998 • xvi + 302 pages • Softcover • ISBN 0-89871-420-6
   List Price $44.50 • Order Code OT63

9. Computational Methods for Inverse Problems
   Curtis R. Vogel
   2002 • xvi + 183 pages • Softcover • ISBN 0-89871-550-4
   List Price $56.00 • Order Code FR23

10. Numerical Computing With IEEE Floating Point Arithmetic
    Michael L. Overton
    2001 • xiv + 104 pages • Hardcover • ISBN 0-89871-482-6
    List Price $44.00 • Order Code OT76

11. Understanding Search Engines: Mathematical Modeling and Text Retrieval
    Michael W. Berry and Murray Browne
    1999 • xiv + 116 pages • Softcover • ISBN 0-89871-437-0
    List Price $41.50 • Order Code SE68

    Uri M. Ascher and Linda R. Petzold
    List Price $47.50 • Order Code OT61

13. Learning L\text{T}\TeX
    D. F. Griffiths and D. J. Higham
    1997 • x + 84 pages • Softcover • ISBN 0-89871-383-8
    List Price $23.00 • Order Code OT55

14. Ten Lectures on Wavelets
    Ingrid Daubechies
    List Price $64.00 • Order Code CB61

15. Matrix Algorithms Volume II: Eigensystems
    G. W. Stewart
    2001 • xix + 469 pages • Softcover • ISBN 0-89871-503-2
    List Price $54.50 • Order Code OT77

    J. E. Dennis, Jr. and Robert B. Schnabel
    1996 • xvi + 378 pages • Softcover • ISBN 0-89871-364-1
    List Price $48.00 • Order Code CL16

17. Wavelets: Tools for Science and Technology
    Stéphane Jaffard, Yves Meyer, and Robert D. Ryan
    2001 • xiv + 256 pages • Hardcover • ISBN 0-89871-448-6
    List Price $66.50 • Order Code OT69

    Richard Haberman
    1998 • xvii + 402 pages • Softcover • ISBN 0-89871-408-7
    List Price $52.00 • Order Code CL121

19. Mathematical Methods in Image Reconstruction
    Frank Natterer and Frank Wübbeling
    2001 • xiv + 216 pages • Hardcover • ISBN 0-89871-472-9
    List Price $70.00 • Order Code MM05

20. The Finite Element Method for Elliptic Problems
    Philippe G. Clarolet
    2002 • xxviii + 530 pages • Softcover • ISBN 0-89871-514-8
    List Price $55.00 • Order Code CL140

21. Principles of Computerized Tomographic Imaging
    Avinash C. Kak and Malcolm Slaney
    2001 • xiv + 327 pages • Softcover • ISBN 0-89871-494-X
    List Price $64.50 • Order Code CL33

22. A Mathematical View of Interior-Point Methods in Convex Optimization
    James Reneger
    2001 • viii + 117 pages • Softcover • ISBN 0-89871-502-4
    List Price $39.50 • Order Code MP03

23. Mathematical Optimization and Economic Theory
    Michael D. Intriligator
    2002 • xx + 508 pages • Softcover • ISBN 0-89871-511-3
    List Price $49.00 • Order Code CL39

24. Practical Methods for Optimal Control Using Nonlinear Programming
    John T. Betts
    2001 • x + 190 pages • Hardcover • ISBN 0-89871-488-5
    List Price $56.00 • Order Code DC03

25. Matrix Algorithms: Basic Decompositions
    G. W. Stewart
    1998 • xx + 458 pages • Softcover • ISBN 0-89871-414-1
    List Price $30.50 • Order Code OT60

For information on purchasing SIAM books, contact your book agent or SIAM Customer Service at 3600 University City Science Center, Philadelphia, PA 19104-2688 • phone 215-382-9800 • fax 215-386-7999 • e-mail service@siam.org • For general information, go to: www.siam.org.
NEW FROM ABC-CLIO

African Americans at War
An Encyclopedia
JONATHAN SUTHERLAND
December 2003
900pp $185.00

Religion and American Cultures
An Encyclopedia of Traditions, Diversity, and Popular Expressions
GARY LADERMAN AND LUIS LEON, EDITORS
August 2003
1200pp $285.00

The Encyclopedia of Human Ecology
JULIA R. MILLER, LAWRENCE B. SCHIAMBERG, RICHARD M. LERNER, AND PAMELA M. ANDERSON
August 2003
1200pp $255.00

Political Corruption in America
An Encyclopedia of Scandals, Power, and Greed
MARK GROSSMAN
October 2003
400pp $85.00

Propaganda and Mass Persuasion
A Historical Encyclopedia, 1500 to the Present
NICHOLAS J. CULL, DAVID CULBERT AND DAVID WELCH
July 2003
479pp $85.00

Sexuality and the World's Religions
DAVID W. MACHACEK AND MELISSA M. WILCOX, EDITORS
August 2003
400pp $85.00

ABC-CLIO ABC-CLIO.COM 800.368.6868
Search, Read, and Download
Your gateway to thousands of Humana Press protocols, articles, journals and eBooks that researchers can access NOW

HumanaNow is the portal to:
- More than 165,000+ pages of content.
- Up-to-the-minute coverage in the hottest areas of biomedical & life science.
- Quality - All eligible information is indexed & abstracted by PubMed/MEDLINE.
- Reliability - content is invited and peer-reviewed.

BioMedProtocols.com
Subscribe to Methods in Molecular Biology™ and Methods in Molecular Medicine™
- BioMedProtocols.com is the largest online database of time-tested and peer-reviewed biological and bio-medical research protocols ANYWHERE!
- Free 30-day trial for your institution
- Comprehensive 11,000+ bio-medical research protocols, 125,000+ pages of content.
- Reliable All protocols are time-tested and peer-reviewed.
- Searchable Full text, keywords, authors, abstracts, and more.
- Trusted More than 320 critically acclaimed books in the MiMB™ and MiMM™ series have been utilized by more than 1 Million researchers for the past 28 years.

HumanaJournals.com
Your Gateway to Humana's online journals
- Access - HumanaJournals.com allows subscribers to access full text documents for ALL 19 of Humana's leading biomedical journals.
- Humana's Journals are also available from - Ovid - EBSCO EJS - SwetsWise Online - ingenta - OCLC FirstSearch collections online
- PubMed/MEDLINE link out - All of Humana's eligible journals are indexed and abstracted in PubMed/MEDLINE.
- User statistics provided online

ORDER YOUR FREE TRIAL NOW!

Humana Press Inc., 999 Riverview Drive Suite 208, Totowa, NJ 07512
Phone: 973-256-1699 Fax: 973-256-8341 E-mail: humana@humanapril.com Website: humanapress.com
http://www.humananow.com
Valuable Products and Services for You and Your Patrons from the American Institute of Physics

AIP has a Web page expressly for librarians
Journal pricing, document delivery, consortia licensing. Now the information that you need for almost any AIP- or AIP-distributed product or service can be found on our new Web site designed just for librarians. In addition to the above topics, you'll find links to a wealth of valuable information on AIP Conference Proceedings, Virtual Journals, copyright and privacy policies, the OJPS Usage Statistics Service, and much, much more. See it for yourself at http://librarians.aip.org.

Access the full text of AIP journals back to 1975
All subscriptions to AIP journals at the institutional rate include access to a five-year online backfile. For an annual maintenance fee of only $65 each ($95 for The Journal of Chemical Physics, Journal of Applied Physics, and Applied Physics Letters), you can provide your patrons with access back to 1975. Choose the entire 28-year backfile and give your patrons access to more than 150,000 additional articles online.

AIP Conference Proceedings are online
AIP Conference Proceedings are now available online beginning with number 500, published in January 2000. Institutions with a standing order for all Proceedings receive online access to every available online volume. Individual articles may be purchased online for immediate delivery through AIP's DocumentStore. To begin your online access, e-mail corr@aip.org. To learn more, visit http://proceedings.aip.org.

http://librarians.aip.org

License a prestigious collection of science and engineering journals
AIP can tailor a consortia package to your needs, allowing you to provide electronic access to an unlimited number of users—regardless of their physical location. Many of the more than 100 journals in our collection are among the most highly cited in their field. Societies participating in AIP's consortia program include APS, ASCE, ASME, and OSA. For further information, e-mail mdrago@aip.org.

Virtual Journals in Science and Technology
Virtual Journals are online publications that collect relevant papers from a broad range of journals. The present series of five journals offers convenient access to the latest developments in nanoscale science, biological physics, quantum information, superconductivity, and ultrafast science. Articles are selected from the latest issues of more than 50 source journals, including those of AIP, APS, OSA, Science and Nature. Visit www.virtualjournals.org.

Questions? Call us at 516-576-2411 or e-mail mktg@aip.org
December 6, 1941
The day before the day
that would live in infamy.

The New York Times printed Toyko's explanation for recent troop movements, and a feature story about the four-day fog that was covering the city. The Wall Street Journal ran an article describing railroad industry problems alongside an article that claimed the market stayed calm seeing "little of a decisive nature concerning the Japanese situation." The Christian Science Monitor reported on a New England College Convention speaker who urged the government to be more forthright in facing the German threat. Welcome to a snapshot of history that puts the momentous in the context of the everyday. The ProQuest Historical Newspapers™ program offers easy online access to more than 150 years of newspaper content, fully digitized from cover to cover, including The New York Times, The Wall Street Journal, The Washington Post, and The Christian Science Monitor, giving you a breadth and depth of history previously unattainable. For more information or a free trial, visit www.il.proquest.com
MIDWEST LIBRARY SERVICE

from Gutenberg to McLuhan,
Galileo to galaxies—
We cover a universe of books.

PROMPTLY
From major new titles to the obscure "black hole,"
we waste no time.

ACCURATELY
From invoices to status reports, we get it right.

COMPLETELY
From first shipment to completion,
we offer maximum fulfillment.

COMPETITIVELY
From trade discounts to short, we give you your money's worth.

These four pillars form the foundation of Midwest's many years of service to libraries. Depend on us as your source for U.S. and Canadian books. Save valuable time, effort, and expense by relying on our:

- Expertise in automation services
- Exacting customer service
- Commitment to excellence
- Goal of maximum fulfillment

Call on us for
- Firm Orders
- Standing Orders
- Approval Programs
- Technical Support Services

Midwest Library Service

11443 St. Charles Rock Road
Bridgeton, Missouri 63044-2789 • USA
800-325-8833 • 314-739-3100
FAX 800-962-1009